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How could peer-reviewed

1. Does peer review work?

publications be more efficient?

2. How do publications 

use technology?

3. Who are we trying to reach?



Peer review hasn’t changed much in 250 years: 

1752: Royal Society (London) 

• Established a 'Committee on Papers' to review 

submissions to Philosophical Transactions

• Members could call on 'other members of the • Members could call on 'other members of the 

society who are knowing and well skilled in 

that particular branch of science'

1665 Philosophical 

Transactions



1893: British Medical Journal 
Ernest Hart

• Every article is 'referred to an expert having 

special knowledge and being a recognized 

authority in the matter'

• This is a 'laborious, difficult method, involving • This is a 'laborious, difficult method, involving 

heavy daily correspondence and constant 

vigilance to guard against personal eccentricy 

or prejudice'



How much have 

publications changed? 



How much have publications changed 

in the last 100 years?

BMJ June 13th, 1914



What’s changed?



50 years ago…



Other things have changed more ...

Mercedes 1914

Mercedes 1964

Mercedes 2014 (hybrid)



Does peer review 'work'?

• Need to define purpose:

– selection tool, quality control mechanism

Is it free fromIs it free from

‘personal eccentricity and prejudice’?

Jefferson, Wager, Davidoff. JAMA 2002;287:2786-90



Peer reviewers don’t agree much

• Study of 1899 articles

• kappa coefficients 0.10 – 0.21

• ‘indicate a low level of agreement between 

the referees’ recommendations concerning the referees’ recommendations concerning 

acceptance or rejection’

Bornmann & Daniel Angew Chem 2008;47:7173-8



Reviewers don’t reliably select highly 

cited articles

Bornmann & Daniel Angew Chem 2008;47:7173-8



Peer review is not effective 

at detecting errors

• Godlee et al. The impact of blinding and masking on the 

quality of peer review. JAMA 1998;280:237-40

• Sent paper (+8 errors) to BMJ reviewers

N* Mean no. errors identified

Traditional 72 1.9

Open 30 1.8

Masked 59 2.1

Masked + sign 60 1.7



Rigorous peer-review has not prevented 

the publication of fraudulent science 

in major journals

• Hwang Woo-Suk cloning: Science

• Jan Hendrik Schön nanotechnology: Science

• John Sudbø cancer: Lancet & NEJM



1785: Literary & 

Philosophical Society of 

Manchester

• Review can guarantee only 'the novelty, ingenuity, 

or importance' of submissions

• 'Responsibility concerning the truth of facts, the 

soundness of reasoning … [and] the accuracy of 

calculations is wholly disclaimed: and must rest 

alone, on the knowledge, judgement, or ability of 

the authors who have respectfully furnished such 

communications'



Conclusions (1)

Does peer review ‘work’?

• Peer review is not particularly effective at:

• identifying errors

• identifying fraud (fabrication / falsification)

– Difficult to know if it identifies the ‘right’ articles – Difficult to know if it identifies the ‘right’ articles 

for a particular journal

• Peer review has many flaws 

(speed, cost, bias)

• But we don’t have a better system



Making peer review more efficient

• Journal consortia



‘Streamlined peer review’

• authors can supply reviewer reports 

from other ‘well-respected’ journals

• editor may base decision on editor may base decision on 

previous review or invite one 

additional review

• rejection rate 53% cf 77%

• time to decision reduced from 8 to 

3 weeks

now being used by 

Virology (for articles 

reviewed by journals 

with IF >8)



Style after acceptance



‘Article of the future’

Are we harnessing 

technology effectively?



Research highlights (+ abstract)



‘Interactive’ plate and map

Interactive figure options

• View in sidebar

• Open in new window

• Download full image

• Download Powerpoint



BMJ Pico
• Introduced in 2009

• One-page structured 

summary

• Main publication on web



Publication history (BMJ Open)



Key:
rarely available

sometimes available

usually available

often linked

rarely linked

data flows

Lack of linkage in medical publications

Inefficiency of research reporting due to information being presented in multiple 

formats, inadequate linkage between information soures, and inaccessibility of 

documents

From Glasziou et al Lancet 2014:383:267-76

data flows
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Why should publications change?

Can we improve:

• readability?

• comprehensibility?

• accuracy?• accuracy?

• completeness?

• usability?
Usability 

depends on 

the user



What do different readers / users need?

• raw data

• analysed data

• detailed methods

• context / background

• interpretation

• quick summary• quick summary

• answers to questions

• publications in their own language?



Could we:

• Link data to publications?

• ‘Thread’ reports / protocols / articles?

• Provide translations?

• Provide plain language summaries?• Provide plain language summaries?



Efficient dissemination

Data repository
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Synthesis
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Barriers to effective dissemination

• Economic / different budgets

• Technological (?)

• Social – need to change system of academic 

rewardsrewards

• Psychological / conservativism



Different budgets

• Research funders / institutions (e.g. data 

repositories / Green Open Access)

• Researchers’ time (data standardization / 

curation / reporting)curation / reporting)

• Publishers (investment into new technology / 

translation, etc.)

• Users (public, government, libraries, 

institutions)



But if we really want it …

Map of the moon 

1609

Apollo 12 mission

1969




